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A gathering of friends and neighbors were hosted by Vidya at her home for a meet and greet
with Rashmi Aiyappa, Spiritual Scientist and Inventor of Aashwasan Science™. Everyone was

eager to experience a journey with her. The afternoon began with conversations that continued
over lunch, making them look forward to a much awaited interaction with Rashmi Aiyappa.
Questions of who she is and what she has brought to the world took people deeper into the
interactive session. The atmosphere transformed as they got a glimpse of Rashmi Aiyappa’s life
experiences and how she helps people. The inquiry led to answers, which led to even more
questions. A conversation about life, its multi-dimensional reality, the knowing and the
intuitiveness we often ignore, quickly led to many acknowledging their own experiences. A small
break was given to prepare the space for an experiential journey.

The Zero Frequency Session brought a gentle
silence in the atmosphere. Conversation
followed the session. Some shared how they
couldn't feel the others’ hand, and expressed
their experience of suspension of physical
reality. Some shared that they were not aware
of where they were. Everyone was left with an
experience of being submerged into oneness.

“I could not feel that I was holding hands
for a while and then the sensation came
back,” shared one of the participants. Some
felt warm, some sleepy and some alert after the
session. Everyone was assured that the impact
of the session will be experienced in a day or
two. Rashmi Aiyappa brought out insights in
the sharing session that followed, stirring
participants towards (new) possibilities of their
life.
As the session was winding up participants
engaged in one on one conversations. They
were eager to know how to contribute to
helping others, about the possibility of availing
individual sessions and explore their role to
bring common well-being. This heart warming
session led to delayed goodbyes as if there
were not enough hugs to go around, parting in
hope to share purposeful experiences in the
coming future...
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